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L: Of course it concerns me. Some
of my most idolized artists have
been taken away and interrogated
for months at a time in China.
Others have been harassed and
have decided to leave the country.
However, some of my favorite
artists, for exampleYuMing Jun and
Zeng Fanzhi arebirthed out of China
for a reason, and I think there is
something unique to discover for
artists here. Although my newwork
is not directly political regarding
specific governments, the images
could be misinterpreted. For
security reasons, I’ve decided to
keep my work here secret until it’s
ready to beexhibited.

J: Have you picked up any cultural
habits yet?

L: (laughs) Yes. I’ve started drinking
hot water. It’s actually very
comforting. Well, except if you take
hot water with you into the subway.
One time I took some hot water
into the subway here in Beijing. You
have to pass through security to
enter the subway here, and if you
have liquid in your bag, they stop
you. Well, I put my bag through the
machine, with a scolding hot water
bottle inside it. The security guard
let megrab my bag but asked me to
take out the water and drink it (to
prove nothing dangerous was in it.)
I tried to tell them it was scolding
hot, but shedid not understand and
asked me to drink. Right before I
put the water to my lips, the
security guard understood

and told me to move on.
Other than that, it’s not really a
cultural habit, but I’ve created a
“muse room” in my workshop. No
technology allowed inside. Only
ideas and conversations permitted.
I do my meditation there in the
mornings.

J: What can we expect to see from
you in thenext year?

L: My work tends more and more
towards quality and the long game,
and this type of work takes time.
I’ve decided to concentrate on my
artistic development here. That
means reducing unnecessary
stimulus and chatter from my life.
There will be a certain decrease in
social media and blog updates, but
for the greater good of the overall
project. My next series of paintings
is called “Wrong place, wrong
time,” and is completely different
from anythingwe’ve seen before.◼
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“There	 is	something	
unique	for	artists	to	

discover	here	[in	China].”

See	paintings	and	videos	by	Lala	Drona	at:	www.basedonafact.com


